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Risk asset prices stand their ground
 Gold reached a high of $1,980.57/oz
in Asia this morning, since correcting
to $1,935.40

 The Dollar Index has steadied
(93.748), after recent steep falls

 The global pandemic is seeing
localized accelerations, but with
investors staying calm

 The reading of the tea leaves after
the Fed’s policy deliberations will be
key

 The bellwether S&P500 closed 0.7%
ahead last night, with a moderate fall
slated for the open

 Economic data and outlooks after 2Q
GDP data from the US and Eurozone
will be instructive
Coronavirus deaths data in effect tells
us what was happening with infections
just under three weeks ago, but is
much ‘harder’ than current estimated
infections. We like the way the
Financial Times follows this, tracking this
as a rolling average of the last seven days.
Having accepted the number is steadily
increasing (and stands at 5,654 for the
latest seven days), probably the best
comparison in time would be the peak
6,754 deaths logged for the seven days to
16th April. Brazil is still driving the Latin
America total (46% of deaths), while the
US’s share has been edging upwards, and
stands at 16% of the total. Global
investors are standing firm with the
world’s central banks, and have so far
accepted the second wave of the virus.
Today’s chart shows the Euro/USD
rate, and how it has broken-out to the
upside. Similarly the yen has been
strengthening, and now even Brexitaffected sterling may have broken
upwards vs. the dollar. The composition of

the Dollar Index was recently euro
(57.6%), yen (13.6%), and sterling
(11.9%). So the main driver in weakness
in the index has been supposed strength
in the euro, followed by firmness in the yen
and sterling. What is perhaps most
instructive is that - and we know that the
Euro 750 billion recovery plan agreed last
week demonstrated some degree of unity
in the bloc - those currencies have been
able to strengthen against the US dollar
despite
their
remaining
(often
considerable) structural and economic
problems. When one considers this, the
downturn in the US dollar has been solidly
underlined. However the euro may have
run a bit too far in the short-term. Solid
support for the euro exists at the (now
rising) 377-day moving average.
Markets have already interpreted recent
Fed pronouncements as no increase in
Fed funds until about 2025. Such has
been the seriousness of what the Fed
(and other major central banks) have had
to deal with. We do not expect the Fed to
move to negative rates, and its officials
have made that clear, but prominent in
their toolbox is more precise yield curve
control. A move to negative rates would
cause havoc for US banks, similar to

what has occurred in Japan and the
Eurozone.
At this moment the FAB Asset
Allocation
Committee
is
still
structurally overweight in gold. It does
accept, however, that there could be some
‘roundaphobia’ at the $2,000/oz level,
should that be seen in the days to come.
So-called roundaphobia makes no
sense, but it definitely exists in the
minds of investors, hence is seen in
markets.
After 135 sets of US second quarter
results (out of 497 for the S&P500), the
average sales surprise was +2.85%,
and the average earnings surprise was
15.13%,
both
these
being
improvements on the tallies from a few
days ago. As alluded to yesterday, this
is consistent with recent net-positive
macro-economic data surprises. While
various global economies could still be
pulled off-track in the immediate
months to follow in the event of
worsening pandemic conditions, we
would emphasize that investors and
their advisors have in any case
essentially written-off the current year.
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